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Abstract
This scientific talk attempts to inform the audience the state-of-the-art in micro resonant sensing. Owing
to the ultra-high parametric sensitivity, parallel-detection capability of multiple analytes and inherent
immunity towards a false output, recently, a new trend is being pursued in the design and development
of micro resonant sensors. Such architectures are based on the array of coupled resonators (CR) that
exploits the principle of monitoring the shifts in the eigenmodes as the sensor output to precisely
quantify the input physical quantities. Such sensors are also being used in the applications to
identify/detect biomolecules and chemical analytes. Although such class of a sensor offers a potential
due the advantages as mentioned before, it is also observed that there remain few challenges to
overcome and therefore rapid progress is being made to attain other performance parameters such as
ultimate resolution of the physical quantities, minimum detectable biomass as otherwise possible with
single MEMS/NEMS resonating components.
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